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SUBJECT:

Updated Multi Year Fiscal Forecasts

SUMMARY
To prepare for the development of the upcoming FY16/17 budget, staff reviewed the long term fiscal forecasts
and the current statistical model used for projecting tonnage-based revenue. Both the forecasts and revenue
projection model are inaccurate and outdated. At the WMA meeting, staff will present updated information on
these two items.

DISCUSSION

As fiscal forecasts are directly linked to the revenue projection model, staff will discuss both items in one
report beginning with the methodology used to project tonnage-based revenues.
Revenues
During the FY09/10 budget development process an in-depth statistical analysis was conducted to help
determine tonnage related revenue. We determined that national unemployment and variables accounting for
monthly variation created the strongest explanations for variations of tonnages disposed from Alameda
County jurisdictions. The San Francisco model developed in this process utilized unemployment and a time
function. Although statistically significant, the model projections still required manual reductions to better
account for the impacts of our and member agency waste reduction efforts. While the model was impressively
accurate when we began using it, the correlation between unemployment and tonnages has weakened in
recent years. We were able to improve the fit of the model to historical data two years ago by adding a
statistically significant 'dummy variable' to account for the impact of waste reduction policies instead of using
a manual adjustment as in previous years. However, the fit of the model to recent data has continued to
decline to the point where predicted outcomes are sufficiently inaccurate so as to be no longer useful.
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This issue was discussed as part of the mid-year budget report, specifically whether it should be used in
developing the FY16/17 budget or whether some other type of estimator should be used instead. Staff will
present historical tonnage trends and discuss our ability to project future tonnages given past trends.
Given the present situation staff recommend that the agency discontinue use of the current statistical model
and for the coming 2016-2017 fiscal year base future projections on the long-term 3% decline in tonnages that
can be seen when one examines tonnages going back to 1999. This 3% reduction factor was utilized prior to
the development of the current model. Staff will monitor disposal trends carefully and will apprise the Board
of any issues or proposed changes to projections during budget development, at mid-year or sooner if
necessary. Given that we also have a fiscal reserve of $2.1M (that we have never had to use for revenue
shortfalls) we feel there is also sufficient cushion should revenues fall significantly below projections.

Multi Year Fiscal Forecasts
At the November 18, 2015 Authority Board meeting, two fiscal forecasts (Attachment 1) were presented which
showed deficit fund balances in FY 19/20 of $2.8M and $4.0M respectively depending on the level of core
spending. However these forecasts were predicated on the Authority meeting its “less than ten percent good
stuff in garbage” goal which as discussed last month, does not appear attainable by FY19/20. Using the
proposed projection model and based on the same expenditure scenarios (Attachment 2) there would be
available fund balances at the end of FY19/20. Furthermore, in this and the following scenarios the fund
balance in FY15/16 has been lowered by $500K (compared to Attachment 1) to coincide with the mid-year
budget.
The following forecasts (Attachment 3) are also based on the revised revenue projections and include the
Agency’s reserves. Scenario 3 show core expenditures remaining constant at $11.4M and Scenario 4 show
core expenditures declining slightly starting in FY 18/19 as a result of projects either contracting or ending or
through vacancies that are either not filled or filled at a lower cost (e.g., due to pension reform). In either
scenario there is a positive fund balance of $4.1M and $5.3M, respectively. In addition, as shown we project at
least $11.6M of reserves available in FY19/20. The fund balance and reserves combined comprise well over
one year’s core budget.
These scenarios are for illustrative purposes and are not part of a proposed budget plan. Solid fiscal
management practices align ongoing expenditures with ongoing revenue which should be the Agency’s long
term objective. However, with the loss of San Francisco mitigation revenue we anticipate using fund balance
and as appropriate reserves if needed to assist us in attaining our diversion goal, and then working
systematically towards matching expenditures with revenues. Based on these projections which we will
update at least annually, we don’t anticipate the need for a fee increase in the near future. Through very
prudent spending these past years we have accumulated a large fund balance in addition to our reserves which
will provide a solid funding contingency as we work towards achieving our goals.

RECOMMENDATION
This item is for information only.

Attachment 1
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Attachment 2

Attachment 3

$4.1 Million Accumulated Fund Balance + $11.6 Million Accumulated Reserves.

$5.3 Million Accumulated Fund Balance + $11.6 Million Accumulated Reserves.

Attachment 4

